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ONCE MORE : THE 50-CTS PROPELLER OVERPRINT
By

Henry Ratz
There is little doubt about the fact that the first two (make-
shift) Swiss airmail stamps are popular among collectors, and
that in spite of the numerous forgeries that are floating around.
History linked them both with a brief but colorful " raison
d'être" and has tempted many a collector to probe deeper into
their short lives and many interesting findings have been pub-
lished in the past . I can think, for example, of a most recent
article in the AMERICAN PHILATELIST (June 1981), wherein Fred
Lesser with some good logic challenges the catalog people in
Switzerland in their valuation of a properly used #2, a valua-
tion that is based on a multi-decade old unconfirmed estimate
that about 500,000 of this first airmail (why it was changed to
#2 is not too clear) were sold, yet only a handful were actual-
ly flown as official postage . More to that later.

For reasons of the following item observed in a recent auction
catalog and since new collectors of Swiss stamps are " being
made " every day - we hope - a short recapitulation would be ap-
propriate at this point . All you airmail experts out there you
can stop reading further as I am sure you know more about these
two stamps than I do, but since I will concentrate my efforts
on the #2 only in this report maybe it will stimulate one of you
to give us an updated account of #1, the 30-Cts.

Here we go! The following lot (see illustration 1) showed up in
a recent auction . The catalog description - and all similar ones
triggers my antennas spontaneously as the layman in me has
tendency to conclude that we either have the making here of a
fishing expedition on the part of the auctioneer or that " some-
one among these professionals better ought to know! " But leaving
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the poor bidder in a confusion like this is unfair . A few know-
ledgeable bidders might get a fair bid in, but for the majority
of us without a full library at our disposal it would be about
like shooting darts in a tunnel.

November 11, 1918, marked the end of World War I . In less than
three months following that memorable day the first official
airroutes for passengers, freight and mail were born, with Paris-
London, Paris-Brussels, and Berlin-Leipzig-Weimar being the pio-
neer routes . As was

	

the case in most warring nations, Switz
erland ' s neutral army was left at the end of the war with asmall
elite flying corps of 70 pilots made up of some professional

instructors and the rest of mostly draftees . The latter were de-

mobilized but were required to show up for a mandatory monthly
training . The flying corps ' innovative commander, General Staff
Major Arnold Isler, was looking for ways to keep his band toge-
ther and justify the maintenance of an air corps on one side and
promote and stimulate private interest in the potential future
of aircraft on the other . With that in mind, the army air corps,
starting on January 8, 1919, initiated a daily courier flight
service between the aerodrome of Dübendorf (Zürich) and
Kirchlindach (Bern) for the needs of the army ' s General Staff section

in Bern . On February 1, the service was extended to reach also

Lausanne . Without radio equipment nor any regular ground weather
or air safety services available, flying at that point in time
was still rather hazardous and Swiss winter weather added its
share of problems, all to the effect that about a quarter of the
flights had to be cancelled . Nevertheless, as conditions improve
towards March the service again was extended to encompass Geneva
The mail carried was strictly of military nature, mostly large
manila envelopes bearing a red or black cancel "MILITÄRISCHE

FLUGPOST " . The schedules during this trial period indicate that
there were two planes (Type Häfeli DH-3, max . 120 km/h, see Scott
# C37)

	

in the air, one leaving Dübendorf at 11 .30 and heading
south-west, and the other leaving Geneva at 12 .30 heading north

By mid-April, flying conditions had further improved and nego-
tiations with the PTT lead to the inauguration of the first sche-
duled civilian airmail , route of Switzerland, slated for April
28, 1919 . The announcement came on a rather short notice (2 days'
and must have led to some confusion and delays . The fact is that
the official first flights took place on April 30t 1919 . [I ga-

thered some nice samples of first-flight cancels for thisarticle
but managed to misplace them in the meantime . In lieu of the lost
material I assembled some different kind of
illustrations but have to place them here and
there since I had already typed and pasted up
most of it .] The one shown here is from the

Swiss Airmail Handbook, published periodi-
cally by the Swiss Society of Aero Philatelists.

The official announcement by the PTT adminis-
tration of April 26, 1919 decreed among others
the following:

*Although the special overprint stamps issued for the surcharge
came officially on the market on April 28, 1919 only, there are
covers in circulation that managed to get FD cancelled as early

as the 26th and the 27 . Together with those carrying the dates

of the 28th and 29th, they command an extra premium in philatelic
tradings, provided they are equipped with the arrival strike of
the special airmail canceller.
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. . .the service shall start on April 28 . . . the
flight departures will be as follows : Dübendorf (Zürich)

dept . 10 .30, Kirchlindach (Bern) arr . 12 .00, dept . 12 .10,
Blécherette (Lausanne) arr . 13 .35 . Return flight:Blécherette

dept . 15 .00, Kirchlindach arr . 15 .50, dept . 16 .00, Dübendorf
arr . 17 .20 . . . The connections between the three main airmail
collection centers -- Zürich and Lausanne main railroad station
postoffice and Bern main postoffice -- shall be maintained by
motorcycles and the secondary collection points at St. Gallen
and Geneva main postoffices gather and expedite by train
such mail 	 to Zürich and Lausanne respectively . (It should
be noted here specially -- and in dire,' answer to the ques-
tion raised in that catalog description above -- that the ar-
rangement between the PTT!' and the Flying Corps called for
mail transportation between these three points only, Geneva
and St . Gallen were not served initially, they acted only as
collection points . The service to Geneva was in deed extended
but starting with Sept . 1, 1919, only to last for no more
than 30 days . More to that later .) . . .as airmail shipment

	

are
allowed regular and registered lettermail weighing up to 250g

and parcels up to 750g (the latter only as of June 2) . . .The

mail, in addition to the regular postage required will have to
carry a special premium of 50 Cts (per each 250g) . . .to that .
extend a certain amount of the common 50-cts stamps (Helvetia
with sword) will be made available as of April 28, 1919,
with a special overprint in red of the insignia of the Army
Flying Corp, and shall so identify all mail destined for air-
mail forwarding on the above route (regardless of distance) . ..

these special surcharge stamps will be on sale at every post
office . . . and shall not be accepted as postage for regular

overland mail, nor shall any favors being extended by postal
counter employees to cancel any for other than serious mail
business . . . no refunds issued if weather or technical problems
force alternate means of transportation . . . all airmail shall

he canceled with cds or machine cancels by the accepting post-
offices but shall be cancelled immediately upon 	 arrival	 on	 the

backside with the special cancellers issued for that purpose*- . . . "

Understandably, the initial interest in this new service was
quite high, with philatelists and dealers accounting for most of

the 1401

	

pieces of mail carried on the first day flights (April
30, 1919), but it tapered off as the weeks went by and the daily

take -- for a total of 159 days of service -- settled around 140
pieces . As mentioned before, the flight plan was extended by

September 1, 1919, to include Geneva as a destination point . How-
ever, the time gains achieved proved to be ratherillusionary
as some of the traffic between collection points and aerodromes
took longer than some of the " fast " flying between points . By
October of 1919 Switzerland had obtained sufficient coal again
to reintroduce the nightly express trains (that were cancelled

* St . Gallen, Zürich, Bern, and Lausanne received identical (for codes see
next page) special cancellers, in German, see Fig . 2 . Lausanne, in addition, was
issued one reading in French, see Fig .3 in appendix . Geneva got its own as
well later on . Lausanne apparently used its two versions as follows : the
German for arrivals during the first day (April 30) only and the French as
transit postmark for mail to and from Geneva on that first day . After that
only the French version can be observed as arrival cancel on back of covers.
However, it shows up frequently on the front as well, see Fig 4 . Connections . ..
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Codes : The codes following the dates on the special ar-
rival cancels used by the receiving stations give you
one more positive proof as to what leg of the flight
any piece of mail travelled:

Zürich-Bern "1 " . Zürich-Lausanne "15" .

Bern-Lausanne " 15" . Lausanne-Bern " 5 " or "V".

Lausanne-Zürich "6" or "VI" . Bern-Zürich "6 " .

These codes apply to the german SCHWEIZER FLUGPOST only.
The french ones from LAUSANNE and GENEVA used their own
zone codes (see example below).

Fig . 3 : Lausanne had two cancels in use during the first

day, a German and a French as shown here.

Fig .4 : The special
cancels were not
supposed to be used
for obliterating

the stamps, but some
slipped thru anyhow.
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during the war), thus further improving the ground speed of mail
forwarding . On October 31, 1919, the 6-month airmail trial pe-
riod was halted for good . During that period a total of 25,530
pieces of letter mail as well as 35 parcels (and numerous passen-
gers) had been carried on this route . From a financial point of
view, it obviously was not a " Flying " success for the military,
but that was hardly the point they were trying to make.
Timeliness, reliability, and safety were their goal and on that score
they did rather well.

Looked at from a philatelic angle, the 50-Cts propeller over-
print, as well as the pieces flown during these first 6 months
of airmail testing -- of which most were of philatelic nature
and therefore mostly preserved today -- offer the possibility
for a nice specialty collection with still many points left for
further study.

First flight covers are in brisk demand, offered frequently but
for a price . Later flights, like Bern—Zürich or vice-versa,
Zürich-Lausanne, Lausanne-Bern, are more common, but Bern-
Lausanne and Lausanne-Zürich are a bit tougher to come by, and
anything between September 1 and October 31, 1919 in and out
of Geneva are outright elusive . Mr . Kohl, the president of the
Swiss Society for Aero Philatelists, in a recent article in the
SBZ suggests the following current valuation for cover tradings
of these later flights as follows : 300 sFr . for the most popular
leg of the route, i .e . Zürich-Bern, 330 sFr . for Zürich-Lausanne,

530 sFr . for Bern-Lausanne and Lausanne-Zürich, 400 sFr . for
Lausanne-Bern, and 370 sFr . for Bern-Zürich . Mail after Sept . 1
to Geneva 1280 sFr . and from Geneva after this date 1600 sFr . So
here you have it, Mr . Auction catalog describer, your letter
(see Fig . 1) flew from Lausanne to Zürich . Swiss collectors will
probably pay currently up to 400 Fr . for one of these in nice
and clean condition (that ' s about $145) . The machine cancel does
not help in the price, although most covers from Geneva carry it.

The most interesting aspect, though, about this first airmail
stamp of Switzerland deals with its general catalog valuation
of used vs . mint vs . genuinely flown in view of the (not very
well documented at that time) numbers issued and sold . Fred
Lesser, in the above mentioned article in the American Phila-
telist, challenged the Swiss catalog trend setters to look into
the figures surrounding and serving as the base for today ' s
valuation of this stamp . Mr . Hertsch of the house of Zumstein,
together with the help of the Philatelic Office of the PTT and
Mr . Gnägi specifically, the curator of the PTT Postal Museum
in Bern, picked up the challenge, performed some arduous num-
bers research, uncovered more questions than answers, but the
catalog pricing did not change . What was or is it all about?

Let ' s start with the catalog prices : A mint copy of #2 is va-
lued at 200 sFr ., a used copy is set at 220 sFr . and a copy
flown on cover is listed at 325 sFr . (all Zumstein catalog fig-
ures for 85, they may vary in other catalogs) . These figures
have been based on a 60-year old statement in the much-quoted
Zumstein Handbook of ' 24 (which probably was based on a 1922
answer from the PTT administration to an inquiry from the SBZ)
that about 1½ million copies had been overprinted of which
about 500,000 were sold and the balanced used up internally for
bulk mail receipting . The number crunching performed by Mr.
Gnägi revealed that in effect 2 million copies were overprinted
of which some 80,000+ were documented as having been returned
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for destruction, leaving a total of of 1,915,635 copies as
issued to the post offices and " sold " .

Fred ' s point, however, is that it is really not that important
how many total stamps were issued but rather that a distinction
be made between the uniquely and legitimately flown (used)
stamps and the other used material . Since the public was not
authorized to use this stamp for anything else but for the air
mail shipment on the above route from April 28 (30) thru Octo-
ber 31, 1919 that figure of legitimately used stamps is well
documented at 23,579 . At the same time the numbers for mint
copies sold between April 28, 1919 and January 24, 1921, when all
sales to the public were halted , for collecting and/or maybe spe-
culative purposes cannot be clearly established today ; it can
be assumed to be anywhere between about 23,000 and any portion
of 476,000 . Somehow the PO failed at that time to keep apart
the figures of stamps sold over the counters and those used up
internally on receipts for cash payments made by bulk mailers.
Knowing a bit about the frugality of Swiss, and given the esti-
mated number of interested philatelist as well as speculative
trends at that time (with recessions around) as well as the
rather short period of the on-sale dates that figure is probab-
ly much closer to 50,000 than anything else . Add that figure
to the known number of flown copies and deduct from the newly
discovered total of 1,915,635 issued and you ' ll find that there
supposedly are some 1,842,000+ other used copies floating around,
used — as Fred points out —in a double-standard system as an
official convenience beyond any control or participation of the
general public . And the point is : the catalogers ought to make
a distinction between the relative scarcity of the original
23,000 legitimately flown copies and the other 1,800,000+ pieces
of cancelled little colored pires of " revenue " papers . The ratio
is 1 :78+.

Does Fred have a point? In deed! However, two additional points
need to be considered too:

- How could one police and segregate single used stamps into
these two classes unless the dates on the cancels were clearly
readable, something we all know is rather difficult most of
the time short of having all SON strikes to look at . Had the
special canceller be used to obliterate the frankings for
these flights ' mail it would be rather easy to distinguish them,
but no such luck . That leaves only the ones still preserved
on covers today to he valued properly . It is my guess that the
market and the current emphasis on postal history will take
care of any inadequacies in the current catalog pricing.
While actually flown mail might be undervalued there are some
who pay steep premiums for what is philatelic junk (see Fig . 5).

- Mr . Hertsch ' s conclusion after this exhaustive reexamination
in 80/81 was that any number up to 11 million copies of this
stamp and used by the pont offices for these bulk mail receipts
have totally vanished or most likely never reached the phila
teli market . They have either gone up in smoke in a 60-year
span or are still gathering mildew in company or PTT regional
PO accounting archives! (see Fig .6)

It would probably not be too far-fetched to conclude that some-
where someone goofed and had a corresponding red face so that,
figures never came out too straight . After all, preparing 2 mil-
lion stamps and seing only 23,500 used is not something anyone
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Fig . Sa and 5b : Philatelic junk with certificates! They go for high premiums
in Switzerland . 5a is there as a result of an indiscretion on the part of a
postal clerk, dated 25.IV .19 (official release date was 28 .IV.19) . Fig . 5b
supposedly represents a choice morsel of a last day cancellation (by itself
a controversial point, see TELL Feb . 1983, pp .52-3) . Actually, it ' s a mute
point : The last day of autho-
rized use by the public ended

on October 31, 1919 when the
last flight touched down in
Dübendorf . What ' s shown here
is . . .an unauthorized strike,
. . .a disallowed favor cancel,
. . .on a day with no flight
and no sale of stamps, . . .no
further use internally, . ..
then what ' s so precious about
a phony last day cancel? But,

as they say : One man ' s junk

is another man ' s jewel . ..

Fig.6: Typical example of
an internal use by the postal
authorities for bulk mail
receipts . About 1½ million
of those apparently vanished
into thin air . Hard to
believe . ..
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wants to go around bragging about . Any sales projection of that
kind could get anyone fired in the private sector . Our french-
speaking Swiss friends have a good name for it : C ' etait un pet
dans 1 ' eau . . .(Small bubble in a big ocean . . .)

Not wanting to take anything away from the undertaking of brave

men let me finish this rather lenghty rundown by trying to estab-
lish the scarcity of such flown material among our own members.
Will those of you who possess such covers flown between April
30 and October 31, 1919, send me kindly a Xerox of it (front and
back, please) . Maybe we can show one day some of the prettier
ones in TELL.

HRatz

Fig . 7 : Pretty and classy use of a C2, observed among

other goodies in a recent Swiss auction.
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FIRST DAY OF ISSUES

FOR THE

SWISS AIRMAIL ISSUES OF 1923-30

by

Felix Ganz -- Associate Editor

Background design copied from Bulletin #3, Vol . III, Helvetia Society
FOR COLLECTORS OF SWITZERLAND . Designed by Editor

Gustave A . von Gross
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AIRMAIL FIRST DAY OF ISSUE DATES

	

ASSOCIATE EDITOR - FELIX GANZ

FIRST DAY OF ISSUEDATES FORTHESWISSAIRMAIL ISSUEOF 1923-30

by Felix Ganz

Until rather recently, even specialized philatelic catalogues of

Switzerland - including the next to last edition of the Swiss
Aerophilatelic Handbook - contented themselves with listing only the year
of issue for the thirteen basic values (on regular granite paper) of the
first definitive airmail issue of Switzerland . This issue with the
denominations of 15, 20, 25, 35I, 35II, 40I, 40II, 45, 50, 65, 75 cts .,

and 1 Fr . and 2Fr ., in large commemorative format, appeared over a period
of eight years, in five partial installments.

Reprinted from the February, 1985 issue of CAMS, Chicago Air Mail Society Bulletin, Dr . Reuben
A . Ramkissoon, Editor.

But since 1984 - 85 (dates of catalogues) suddenly several major
catalogues (Zumstein, Schwarzenbach's First Day, and the Aerophilatelic
Handbook) are listing exact first days of issue, probably because
painstaking research was undertaken in this respect, but also because the
Switzerland catalogue of the German publisher Michel "jumped the gun" and
published all the first day dates in 1983 - if not earlier:
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The set in question is
the basic set :

not an easy one . In addition to the first days for

March 1,

	

1923 : 15, 25, 351, 40I, 45 50 (value $

	

650 .)

May 13, 1924 : 65, 75, 1 Fr . (value $

	

250 .)
May 7, 1925 : 20 cts . (value $

	

200 .)
July 1, 1929 : 35 II, 40II (value $

	

250 .)
July 5, 1930 : 2 Fr . (value $

	

200 .)

there was a reissue of the 20, 25, 35II, 40II, 45, 50, 65, 75, 1 Fr . and
2Fr . denominations, on grilled gum paper, which occurred between 1933 and
1937, as well as a re-reissue of the 20 cts . value, on ungrilled chalk

paper, in 1940.

Of these reissues, actual first days will probably never be known because
the postal authorities did not distinguish between paper varieties and
simply furnished post offices with requisitioned values from their stock.

All thirteen basic denominations as well as the varieties on other papers
lost their validity on December 31, 1942 - about a year after the second
(and last) Swiss airmail set of definitives was issued in 1941.

The lowest denomination, 15 cts ., and the 65 cts . on grilled paper, were

overprinted and revalued to 10 cts. in 1935 and 1938, respectively,
because these values no longer represented any specific airmail fee, and
also because a 10 cts . denomination was needed to pay the (since 1935
sharply reduced) airmail fee within Europe . No first day is known to date

for either of these two revalues.

The cover reproduced overleaf features the last issued basic value of the
set, the 2 Fr . stamp . The corner piece. sits on a letter from the Swiss

stamp dealer Zumstein & Cie ., to a dealer in Chicago . Although the letter

seems to be overpaid, it is a truly commercial first day item which did

travel by air at least from Basel to Paris, and which was registered and

therefore bears no less than four U .S . backstamps from New York and

Chicago. The envelope is of heavy brownish stock, with the flap closing

in front. Fortunately care was taken to paste only the top selvage over

the closed flap . No indication of the letter's weight is found ; but it

must have been more than single rate.

Should you think that acquisition of a more or less matched set of this
issue, on first day cover, is merely a matter of available cash then you
have a sad awakening coming to you . Perusal of years and years of auction
catalogues resulted in an almost strike-out in this regard . Thus an

interested collector must be willing to check cover after cover that may

be found at a dealer's ; and the first day dates must be remembered.

But that very aspect is a delightful challenge which makes collecting the

wonderful hobby it is:

The above article authored by Mr . Felix Ganz, Associate Editor - TELL, is included as an important
reference on Airmail First Issue Dates . Dr. Ganz is Honorary Life Member Number 7 in AHPS and
has written a "blizzard" of articles on Swiss and related fields of philately . We do hope you
enjoy these special articles of specialized subjects for added pleasure to your collecting
pleasure and enjoyment .

	

Editor.
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